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Abstract:
The Market Trail is a research project that aims to spread awareness of the benefits that
the wet markets bring and the wet market culture and encourage preteens in Singapore
to embrace them. Through the feedback we have received, we can conclude that
through our resource package, preteens aged 10 to 12 have learnt about and learnt to
appreciate wet market and wet market culture.

1.Introduction:
1.1 Rationale
We have observed that an apparent disregard of the wet market’s existence has been
prevalent in Singapore due to the presence of the supermarkets. However, there is a
lack of knowledge of the benefits that wet markets bring, such as the foods sold there
being fresher and more affordable than the foods sold at supermarkets.
1.2 Objectives
Our project aims to create a beneficial resource package that encompasses igniting
interest and curiosity in our target audience and aiding in the preservation of the wet
market culture.
1.3 Target Audience
Our main target audience would be the primary 4-6 students. This is because the
younger generation has grown up in the age of technology and comfort and there is an
increasing trend of online shopping or at the supermarket. Also, the younger generation
may have many misconceptions about wet markets and thus avoid them. Primary
school students are also much more impressionable and we hope to achieve a positive
change in mindset.
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2.Review:
To prove that our resource package is necessary and that there is indeed a lack of
awareness of wet market culture. It is shown from the statistics from the National
Environmental Agency, that there has been a steep decline of 12 per cent in the past
decade of wet market hawkers from 6264 wet markets in 2006 to 5485 wet market
hawkers in 2016.The amount of people going to wet markets have also significantly
decreased these number of years. According to the Perception Survey of Hawker
Centre Patrons, the amount of people who have not been to the wet market in the year
has increased from 23% in 2014 to 39% currently. This shows that the wet market
culture is unappreciated and there is a significant decrease in people going to the wet
market. This leads to the decrease of wet market hawkers as they are unable to sell off
their goods causing the hawkers to lose money.

The wet market provides community life in Singapore and a hive of social activity as
new friends of different cultures were made through common spaces while families
bonded over the morning trips to get groceries from the wet market. With many benefits,
more people should be going to the wet market, but the reality is often contrary.
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3.Methodology:
3.1 Needs Analysis
Through a group member's sibling who is 11 years old, we sent out our Google form
survey to collect responses from our target audience, those aged 10-12.
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From the responses, we concluded that preteens aged 10-12 knew very little about wet
markets but were keen on learning more about wet markets and wet market culture.

3.2 Development of resources
From January to March, we planned our resource package, did some light research on
the subject and conducted a needs analysis in preparation for the proposal round.
In April, we did our research by sourcing for online resources and started on our
resource package, namely the posters using piktochart and the backbone of our
website.
In May and June, we finished up with the creation of our website (with the help of
bracket.io) by applying an appealing backdrop and adding valuable information of the
history of wet markets. We also carried out the interviews with the wet market vendors,
edited the video and audio clips into an informative video (with the help of iMovie), and
added them to our website. All 7 of our posters were also done by this time and they
were added to our website and Instagram page.
In July, we looked through our products thoroughly to make sure that everything was
proper and carried out our pilot test.
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In August, we studied the feedback that we got from our pilot test and kept parts of our
resource package that were effective in pushing our objective and improved on the
parts that were not, ultimately completing our entire resource package.
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3.3 Pilot Test
A few weeks before the final evaluation,we made use of connections to conduct our
pilot test as we have a group member who had a sibling that is Primary 5. He helped us
by conducting a live preview of our products and we have used online platforms(google
forms) to collect responses from the students.
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In conclusion, the resource package is beneficial for the majority of users as many of
them understood the need and importance of retaining such cultures in Singapore after
using our resource.
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4.Outcome & Discussion:
4.1 Outcome
The final outcome of the project was successful as our target audience has benefitted
from the resource package designed and we have met our initial objectives, as shown
by the pilot test.
4.2 Limitations of Project
Some limitations are that although the students might have understood the purpose of
preserving wet market culture, they would not translate their beliefs into action.
4.3 Further Work
If we were allowed to improve this project, our group would not only give the preteens
facts and information, but rather allow them to learn through more fun experiences.
Other than the initially planned market trail, we would also design interactive games,
such as a board game or card game to allow them to learn while having fun, making it
more engaging overall. It would be more likely for them to relate positive experiences to
wet markets, thus achieving a positive change in their actions.

5.Conclusion:
Ding Heng: Some challenges that we have faced are that we could not meet up
frequently due to various commitments and we lack communication in our group as we
are often very disconnected. The initial plan of carrying a trail was also a failure due to
the recent pandemic. From this project, some skills I have acquired are having better
time management and to complete the project as soon as possible so that more time
can be used to make amendments and improvements. Decision-making, organising,
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and planning skills are also some skills that I have picked up along the way. Being
organised is essential in getting tasks done and decision making is important as we
have to decide on what products we can produce to truly benefit our users.

Yi En: A constraint was that we were not able to carry out our market trail (even though
we were looking forward to that the most) due to the pandemic, I felt that this has been
a good learning opportunity for myself, as it taught me how to think out of the box and
solve problems creatively. Since we were unable to carry out the trail, we decided to
record and document our own experiences at the wet markets, to hopefully allow the
primary school students to understand more about wet markets. I have learnt how to
effectively communicate with others while doing the interview with the market vendors,
and the importance of being quick-witted to immediately think of prompts on the spot to
get the interviewees to elaborate further, or maybe give their personal experiences to
supplement our content for the videos.

Jayden: I have gained greater insight about the wet market culture and the importance
of preserving and embracing it. The obstacles presented by the pandemic have made
this project more challenging, but it promotes creativity to resolve these issues. One of
them was being unable to carry out a trail which was a pity, however, I have learned to
not be defeated by a setback, but be able to pick myself up when facing challenges. I
have also learned to better manage my time and hone my interviewing skills.

Marco: I learnt to look at things more positively as I originally saw the wet market as just
a dirtier and smellier version of the supermarket. However though this project, I now see
the value of the wet market in Singapore’s history as the wet market emphasised on
social cohesion between different races and cultures. I found it extremely unfortunate
for us that we could not carry out the trail to allow the primary school students to have a
first-hand experience of the wet market and carry out instantaneous interviews to
evaluate their understanding and get their thoughts on the wet markets from the trail
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experience. Despite that, the primary school students still showed that they learnt about
the wet market culture which was heartwarming.
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